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Timecode Content 
0:15 Motivation to go to Bosnia?  Seeking excitement.  Brand new member of 

unit, 8 FER.  Looked up to a lot of guys who had tours.  He was 18.  
Wanted the adventure and the medals.  “Liked the way they looked and 
brought respect.  A guy full of piss and vinegar who wanted to do 
something cool” 

1:10 Many people questioned his decision.  Not military people.  He didn’t 
have arguments.  Parents and sisters and friends thought it’s not a good 
idea.  “Took it under consideration, but went any way.” 
 

2:00 Six months of workup training with 1 CER.  Two reservists per section.  
Lots of mine drills and battle runs.  Still in a very pre-Afghanistan mode, 
Wainwright battle runs, getting ready for war basically.  A lot of the 
combat training was not used because everyone was very much at 
peace when he deployed.  Found training very beneficial, likes learning 
new things.  It came into play in Afghanistan.  “No such thing as a 
wasted experience” 

3:50 Integration?  Given a hard time by Reg Force guys for a month, until 
they accepted us.  The odd joke once in a while.  He took it and gave it 
back.  Not too much of a problem. 

4:40 There was a specific incident but it’s not something he can talk about 
on tape. 

5:00 He thought there would be more community projects in Bosnia.  Patrols 
but no active fighting.  Socializing or connecting with locals.  Prepared 
to deal with minestrikes.  Expecting to be busier.  Instead, did a lot of 
things like gate guards, drills, movies to pass the time.  A busy tour 
overall, but not what he was expecting.  A little bit of a let-down.  Tour 
was rather uneventful.  Built some bridges.  But not exciting. 

6:55 Memorable day?  At the base of a mountain one day, at a wrecked 
airfield that was hit by artillery.  They were doing a rucksack march 
when he finally saw a real, live minefield with all the fuzes and wires 
sticking out.   So close to the mines he’d been hoping to handle 
personally. 

8:15 Connections?  Some mild friendships made.  Hasn’t kept into contact 
with them, but has run into people over the years.  At least he knew 
some 1 CER soldiers when he went on his second tour to Afghanistan.  
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Didn’t know any locals.  Good dudes on the tour. 
9:40 Transition to home?  It wasn’t too difficult.  Had a lot of money in the 

bank.  “Lived like a rock star for a while.  Lots of people said ‘you’ve 
changed’, but I didn’t see it as a big deal.”  He dove into the job market, 
telecommunications engineer by trade then, found a job. 

10:55 How did they think he changed?  They never specified and he never 
asked. 

11:15 Bosnia was definitely a confidence-builder.  Ordnance disposal, training 
with live mines and UXOs.  No close calls.  Nothing that crazy.  Basically 
a confidence-booster.  Came back and felt proud of having done that, 
the dangerous aspects of the job.  Beautiful country, scenic.  Too bad it 
was so mined.  Friendly people. Beautiful girls.  Too bad about the 
bullet holes.  Didn’t do any demining.  That was locals under 
observation of a mine monitor. 

13:15 Why Afghanistan?  This time he was working for Telus in Calgary, in a 
cubicle for three years.  Heard about possibility of Kandahar, through 
sapper net, it could be a combat mission.  Rumours flying, ears perked 
up.  Told boss he wanted to try out and give notice for Telus.  Moved to 
Edmonton and worked full time for unit.  Put his name in for first 
combat rotation and got accepted.  Did some reservist courses while 
waiting, PLQ.  “Probably in the best shape of my life.  I was a machine.  
It motivated me even more to go on a combat tour.” 

15:20 He didn’t ask for special leave.  Didn’t want to return to Telus.  He was 
26 then.  Family and friends “were terrified”.  He didn’t want to tell 
anybody it would be “the real thing”.  “They still said ‘what are you 
doing?  What kind of mess are getting yourself into’?”  He’s glad he 
went regardless. 

16:45 A bit of a risk-taker as a teenager.  One of his earliest memories is 
digging up shells in a Polish forest, being interested in war and 
munitions.   Always liked the military, the weapons and vehicles and 
airplane models.  Once he joined and found the brotherhood…”I wanted 
to give 100%.  I wanted to be a machine, physically and be able to 
respond appropriately, mentally. That’s why I decided to go to 
Afghanistan.  Also, proving something to myself.  Hey, I can do this.  
Mission accomplished.” 

18:25 Came to Canada in 1989 at nine years old 
18:40 Work up training?  Prepared him very well.  Culmination of training 

and his recent leadership course.   Really good at drills and training. 
Work up was intense six months.  Lots of field time.  Knew what 
mission was going to be and what to expect. Felt ready going in. 

19:50 Expectations?  Probably they will put me in an infantry section as 
engineer support, which did happen.  Knew I’d be mounted with my 
section doing engineer-specific tasks.  Ready for that too.  Hopes?  
Exactly the way it worked out.  “Everything a soldier trains for 
happened on this tour to me.  Bad and good.   A lot of bad things 
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happened that aren’t so good.  I was hoping for that fight, that 
excitement.  I got it all.” 

21:50 First impressions?  Everything far apart and extremely hot.  Drinking 
litres of water every day.  Surprised everyone was in a giant tent with 
no overhead protection, not enough bunkers. Drill was to put on helmet 
and flak vest and sit on bunk in event of rocket attack.  “Dusty and hot.  
A big shock on the body.” 
 

23:00 First contact?  Three weeks after arriving.  Over jet lag and started to 
deploy.  Became real on a mounted patrol in Panjway and got into first 
TIC, first battle.  Still mounted.  Next vehicle over was the FOO party.  
He was watching the flank, but all action was to the front.  Watching 
LAV next to him and Capt Goddard was in the hatch, head poking out 
and “she took a rocket straight to the head.  And that’s when it became 
real for me.  When I watched that happen.   Yeah. And from then on, it 
was a real war for me” 

25:00 Spent a little time thinking about it.  The reaction, “that’s the way it is, 
man.  Yeah.  It’s definitely a memory where something inside me 
changed forever, that first combat casualty.  Somebody on your own 
team. Hey, man, that’s the way it is.  You’ve got a lot of tour left.” 

26:00 They were all focused on the job.  Not much decompression after any of 
the events.  Wherever he was, things were happening.  No time to 
reflect on everything that happened before another event happened.  
He thinks it’s territory many people don’t want to go down, don’t know 
how far it will lead you.  “We had our battle momentum and to keep 
that we had to ignore certain parts of that, feelings got buried for six 
months.”  He started praying a lot more.  But he wasn’t scared.  Praying 
to do a good job.  He made his peace with possibility of death, but never 
thought he was going to die. 

28:30 He’s not religious.  Spiritual.   “You don’t want to make a mistake under 
those conditions, circumstances.  Want to do job 100%.  Must trust each 
other. Don’t want to break that trust. Incredible experience.” 

29:30 Preferred role?  Really enjoyed working with infantry.  Front line stuff 
excites him most.  Advance to contact.  With infantry, they were first 
into many situations.  Guys rely on you to do your specific job, then 
back to being frontline army guy.  His favourite part of the tour.  Most 
demanding, lots of time dismounted.  Most rewarding. 

30:50 So many days stand out.  Better memories, morbid thing to say, but 
seeing a US ammo truck rocketed, everyone escaped, then he watched 
ammo cook off for hours.  A fireworks show.  Glad everyone made it out 
OK.  Climbing the mountains dismounted, a huge effort every step of 
the way.  A big sense of accomplishment as a result.  Battle in Helmand 
province—days of memories, contact with the enemy.  When the tempo 
was at its fullest.  Also remembers some of the dumb stuff comrades 
did.  Like making water ration heater bombs.  One friend did it overseas 
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and threw it under a sergeant’s bed, plastic bottle swelled up to four 
times its size.  In the FOB, it was so loud when it popped that everyone 
geared up, ready for war, running to their posts.  His friend ended up 
on latrine duty burning crap for a long time!   

34:30 Friendships?  Giant difference between tours.  So much respect for 
Afghan tour comrades, trust-based.  Every summer he goes camping 
with someone he was overseas with.  Share stories about how it was.  
The Afghanistan relationships are stronger and mean more to him.  
Even though it’s been 10 years.  He still seeks them out for coffee, to go 
to their weddings. 

36:00 The end?  Even fitter.  Left 185 pounds, came home at 150 pounds.   
Next to no fat.  Less than 2% body fat.  Running 10 km a day in camp 
wearing his ballistic plates.  “The only time in my life I ever had a six-
pack” 

37:00 He doesn’t think he was burned out, but it was time to go home.  
Everybody on that tour felt the same.  The six months we dealt with—“I 
don’t think anybody came back from that tour OK, or the same.  A lot of 
people came back OK, but a lot of us didn’t.” About 600 soldiers in the 
field out of the contingent and they lost over 60 guys. One in ten didn’t 
come back.  That had a lot of impact on a lot of people.   

38:40 Decompression?  He doesn’t remember much.  A lot of drinking.  Did 
some tours.  A wine tasting.  Just remember drinking.  It can be useful in 
the right mindset, but drinking doesn’t solve anything.  “If I’d stayed 
sober and spent more time relaxing in a safe atmosphere, it could have 
been a lot more influential. My decompression didn’t start until a few 
years after.” 

40:00 Homecoming?  Emotional.  You don’t think anybody understands.  You 
want to tell people, but it’s frustrating.  You can’t show them what it’s 
like.  A lot of anger, drinking, stupid things done and choices made.  You 
hear a lot of people complain about trivial things that don’t matter to 
you any more. 

41:00 What do you want others to understand?  The amount of effort people 
put into making this a better country.  “People give so much.  In some 
cases their entire lives or health.  I want other people to be inspired by 
that. To understand how much effort went into the conflict, by the 
ground troops.  Because we need more people like that, in emergency 
services, government.” 

42:20 His delayed decompression?  He spent a few solid years on the bottle 
while going through EMT and paramedic school.  He finally realized 
there’s something else going on here.  Drinking too much.  At most 
vulnerable point, he got news his best friend George Mioch had passed 
away [Killed in Afghanistan in 2009].   His breaking point.  Walked into 
base mental health services a couple days later and start 
decompressing and healing, coming off the alcohol. 

43:40 Military was extremely helpful.  He wanted the help and they saw that.  
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Almost everybody was helpful in getting him better.  He was ready for 
the help.  Wanted to become sober and people went out of their way to 
take care of him.  He got all the treatment he needed or could hope for.  
Considers himself a success story, but knows a lot of others who 
haven’t been healed from their wounds. 

45:10 “I was an angry soldier for a while”, parading with a unit and things 
weren’t real, fictional enemy and dud landmines.  He was still in 
warrior mode.  Difficult parading with the unit, but there’s so many 
good people. He stayed for the people. 

46:15 He self-published a book of photos from the tour, along with stories, 
anecdotes from others.  Proceeds from its sale go to help frontline 
workers with well-being projects.  Things like donations for people 
with PTSD.  Grub bags or box lunch meals…. About 600 meals, in 
stations in Edmonton, to provide something semi-nutritious.  Given the 
assignment of health and wellness for Alberta Paramedics Association. 

48:40 The experience altered him for the best.  Wouldn’t trade it for the 
world.  Shaped him.  “I cherish every piece of it, good or bad.  I cherish 
that entire experience.”  He could talk about Afghanistan for a very long 
time.  He has a lot of cool stories. 

 Note:   
1. The interview had to be curtailed somewhat because Sgt Gorecki’s 
time was limited. 
2.  It took place on a Wednesday parade night, so there is some 
background noise that will have to be removed  

 Additional visuals desired: 
--Goddard photo 
--photo of Sgt George Miok, footage of his funeral in 2009/2010 
--Photos of/from his self-published book about Afghanistan 

 


